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3.3.1 - Institution has created an ecosystem for innovations and creation 

and transfer of knowledge supported by dedicated centres for research, 

entrepreneurship, community orientation, incubation, etc.  

 

ECOSYSTEM FOR INNOVATIONS  

 

The Innovation ecosystem develops with every passing moment at the 

Institutions. The Developments in the curriculum or the pedagogy or be it the 

altogether atmosphere of the Institution, everything culminates to the growth of 

the Institution. In the era of massive turmoil, the Pandemic has taught a lesson 

to be proactive than before, Innovative than before and Resourceful than 

before. As discussed in the way out to Covid 19 with respect to the Education 

world, a massive dependence on E-learning & web sources will be witnessed. 

Technology certainly shall play a leading role, which would have been anyways 

a situation in the name of modernization, however today with Covid experience, 

it has become the need. The online education players were established before 

the Covid period; however the service seekers had affordability as a primary 

thought. Today it is their need to opt for Online mode, whether established 

classes or established medium. The Institutions have experienced the online 

mode of teaching for almost one half of the year 2020. The Innovation 

ecosystem commands the growth of Institutions. The Intellectual growth, 

Pedagogy enhancement, curriculum & extracurricular development, the 

strategic intent of Institutions etc. have been witnessed in the past and shall 

continue to be the functional priority at Institutions however what will matter 

the most “believes in Innovations”.  

 



Entrepreneurship Development Cell - Entrepreneurship Development Cell 

inspires the budding students to float their own business/venture through 

various seminars and workshops. Eminent industrialists and budding 

entrepreneurs are often invited to motivate the young students. The successful 

alumni of PVKN (A) pursuing the entrepreneurial route also encourage our 

students through frequent interactions. The college also has an Innovation and 

Entrepreneurship Development Centre (IEDC) Research Incubation Cell - The 

College also has a vibrant Research Incubation Cell (RIC) to provide incubation 

support to the budding entrepreneurs. The Institution provides mentoring 

support, office space and testing facilities to the start-ups to take their creative 

ideas to the market. Some of the prominent start-ups taking incubation 

support at PVKN(A). 

Encouraging students to participate in different events- Every department has 

pulsating participation in various activities which encourages the students to 

participate in Seminars Webinars, National level programmes through 

NSS,NCC YRCs, contests. Dedicated mentors work towards enabling students 

to participate in MyGov challenges, India Innovation Challenge Design Contest, 

Innovate India and various challenges posed by Government agencies. All the 

students are guided to participate in Smart India in order to improve their 

coding skills and face challenges to build innovation models. Some teams were 

mentored for participating in different National level events. 

 

 


